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Abstract. Regional synergy would face a congenital “prisoner's dilemma” in the absence
of external intervention. And it might be necessary to establish an intervention of subsidy
intervention model, punishment intervention model or “subsidy + punishment” dual inter-
vention model to make the region’s behavior return to the optimal strategic goal of {syn-
ergy, synergy} rather than falling into “non- synergy” dilemma. Research three interven-
tion model intervention goals agreed conditions, draw corresponding intervention variable
scope. Based on the intervention model, gross synergistic effect was calculated. From the
perspective of gross synergistic effect, the region prefers the subsidy + punishment dual
intervention, while the society has no obvious preference for intervention. And then it
could be expected to design a regional synergy model without compulsory intervention for
reducing the impact of endorsement mechanism on synergies.
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1 Introduction

Synergetics was first proposed by German physicist Haken[1]in 1969, and Zhang Shouwen [2]be-
lieved that regional synergetics required all regions to achieve common development goals in a
cooperative way. Yin Zhi [3]pointed out that regional cooperation is a regional economy designed
to reduce the gap between regions and realize the complementary development of advantages
between regions. Chen Hao and Luo Lifei [4]believe that regional cooperation has three mean-
ings: coordination, synchronization and competition and cooperation. Saunavaara[5]believed
that regional coordination was to solve the problem of unbalanced and inadequate regional de-
velopment with the help of policy planning. Randolph[6]proposed that regional cooperation
should incorporate external ideas to coordinate the development of the first-mover and late-
mover regions. Tang Yalin [7] reviewed the history of the expansion of regional governance space
in the Yangtze River Delta and found the competition mode of geographical adjacency and in-
dustrial homogenization. Xing Haifeng [8]found that regional cooperation in Northwest Xinjiang
still has "bleeding competition" in which various regions compete to lower land prices in order
to attract investment. Fang Xingming et al. [9] believe that the intensification of homogeneous
competition will expand the negative effects of competition and eventually form a dilemma. It
is pointed out that regional disordered competition is mainly manifested in repeated construction,
industrial homogenization, vicious competition in attracting investment and so on. Mao Yong
and Lv Kangyin [10]proposed that regional disordered competition is mainly manifested in re-
peated construction, industrial homogenization, vicious competition in attracting investment
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and so on.

The increasingly severe problem of uncoordinated and unbalanced regional development ur-
gently calls for regional coordinated development. In the absence of external intervention, due
to competition, trust, culture, history and many other reasons, regions tend to choose non- syn-
ergy poor strategies. From the perspective of non- synergy game, regional synergy is faced with
a serious congenital dilemma.

In order to break the congenital dilemma of non- synergy, the introduction of acquired interven-
tion becomes a necessary option to promote regional synergy. The specific ways of acquired
intervention include adequate subsidies for synergy behavior, adequate penalties for non- syn-
ergy behavior, or a combination of the two approaches. Through sufficient intensity of acquired
intervention, regional behavior can be pulled back to the synergistic strategy, so as to avoid the
non- synergy congenital dilemma.

Therefore, it is necessary to conduct a precise quantitative evaluation of the synergistic effect
of acquired intervention, so as to determine the acceptable intensity of acquired intervention, so
as to obtain as large regional synergy effect as possible at the cost of as small as possible.

2 Regional synergy model design

2.1 Congenital dilemma model

(1) Construction of congenital dilemma model. Regional synergy is faced with a congenital
dilemma, that is, regional synergy eventually falls into the trap of "non-synergy " inferior strat-
egy due to many negative influences such as homogeneous comparison, continuation of histor-
ical grudges and cultural conflicts. It is assumed that the subjects are region A and region B
respectively, and the innate dilemma model of regional synergy is constructed, as shown in Table
1.

Table 1. Congenital dilemma model of regional cooperation

region B
synergy non-synergy

region A
synergy ， ，

non-synergy ， ，

(2) Income variable. ， ， ， ， ， ， ，   are the corresponding regional
benefits under different regional decisions.

(3) Congenital dilemma: {non-synergy, non-synergy}. According to the model in Table 1, if
there is no external intervention, region A and region B will fall into a congenital dilemma of
both choosing " non-synergy " strategies.

2.2 Subsidy intervention model

(1) Construction of subsidy intervention model. The first way of external intervention is to give
a certain amount of subsidies to the region that chooses the " synergy " strategy. The construction



of the subsidy intervention model is shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Subsidy intervention model of regional synergy

region B
synergy non-synergy

region A
synergy + ， + (1− ) + ，

non-synergy ， + ，

(2) subsidy variable.  is the subsidy amount of the " synergy " strategy imposed by the so-
ciety on the region; （ ∈ (0,1)） refers to subsidy allocation ratio when both sides of the
region choose the "synergy" strategy.

(3) Subsidy endorsement mechanism. The society deposits the subsidy amount  into a spe-
cial account as a subsidy commitment for the game players to choose the " synergy " strategy.
Once the game subject chooses the " synergy " strategy, the special account pays the subsidy
amount to the " synergy " strategy subject according to the game rules in Table 2.

(4) Subsidy intervention target: {synergy, synergy}. Through the "subsidy" intervention in Table
2, the {synergy, synergy} optimal strategy goal is achieved.

2.3 Punishment intervention model

(1) Construction of punishment intervention model. The second way is to choose the strategy of
"synergy" area to give a certain amount of punishment, to deter players choose "synergy" strat-
egy, punish intervention model structure as shown in table 3.

Table 3. Punishment intervention model of regional synergy

region B
synergy non-synergy

region A
synergy ， ， −

non-synergy − ， − ， − (1− )

(2) penalty variable.  is the penalty limit of "non- synergy " strategy paid by the game sub-
ject, and （ ∈ (0,1)） is the penalty sharing ratio when both sides of the region choose
"non- synergy " strategy.

(3) Punishment endorsement mechanism. Before the start of the game, both sides of the game
deposit the penalty amount   into a special account respectively. Once the game player
chooses the "non- synergy " strategy, the special account will collect the penalty amount from
the "non- synergy " strategy player according to the game rules in Table 3.

(4) Punishment intervention target: {synergy, synergy}. Through the "punishment" intervention
in Table 3, the {synergy, synergy} optimal strategic goal is achieved.



2.4 Subsidy + punishment dual intervention model

(1) Construction of dual intervention model. The third way of external intervention is to intro-
duce both subsidy and penalty intervention mechanisms, while using subsidies to encourage
"synergy" and penalties to deter "non-synergy". The construction of subsidy + punishment in-
tervention model is shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Subsidy + punishment dual intervention model of regional synergy

region B
synergy non-synergy

region A
synergy + ， + （1− ） + ， −

non-synergy − ， + − ， −（1− ）

(2) Double intervention variables.  is not only the " synergy " strategy subsidy amount im-
posed by the society, but also the "non- synergy " strategy penalty amount paid by the game
subject.

(3) double-intervention endorsement mechanism. According to the quota , the subsidy com-
mitment and penalty commitment should be implemented simultaneously.

(4) Double intervention goal: {synergy, synergy}. Through the "subsidy + punishment" inter-
vention in Table 4, the {synergy, synergy} optimal strategy goal is achieved.

3 Conditions for achieving intervention objectives

3.1 Constraints on the relationship between income variables

(1) Non-synergy equilibrium condition. In the model shown in Table 1, non- synergy equilib-
rium {non- synergy, non- synergy} must satisfy the conditions of non-cooperative equilibrium
shown in Equation (1).

≥
≥    and ≥

≥       (1)

(2) Conditions of synergistic effect. In view of the synergy effect in theory, the relationship
between income variables should also satisfy the synergy effect condition shown in Equation
(2).

≥
≥          (2)

(3) Joint qualification relation. By combining equations (1) and (2), the joint limiting relation
(3) can be obtained.

≥ ≥ ≥
≥ ≥ ≥        (3)



3.2 Conditions for achieving the target of subsidy intervention

For the subsidy intervention model shown in Table 2, the achievement of its target {synergy,
synergy} strategy must satisfy the conditions shown in Equation (4).

+ ≥
+ ≥    and + (1 − ) ≥

+ ≥      (4)

The value condition of subsidy variable  can be obtained from equation (4), as shown in
Equation (5).

≥ max ; ( − ); ; ( − )     (5)

That is, when the subsidy amount  satisfies the condition of Formula (5), the subsidy inter-
vention is effective. At this time, both region A and region B will choose the "synergy" strategy,
and the target {synergy, synergy} strategy can be realized.

3.3 Conditions for achieving the target of punishment intervention

For the punishment intervention model shown in Table 3, the achievement of its intervention
target {synergy, synergy} strategy must satisfy Equation (6).

≥ −
≥ −    and

≥ −
≥ − (1 − )      (6)

The value condition of penalty variable  can  be  obtained from equation  (6),  as  shown in
Equation (7).

≥ max ( − ); ; ( − );     (7)

That is, when penalty limit  satisfies the condition of Formula (7), penalty intervention is
effective. At this time, both region A and region B will choose the "synergy" strategy, and the
intervention target {synergy, synergy} strategy can be realized.

3.4 Conditions for achieving the target of subsidy + punishment dual intervention

For the subsidy + punishment dual intervention model shown in Table 4, the achievement of its
target {synergy, synergy} strategy must satisfy Equation (8).

+ ≥ −
+ ≥ − and + (1 − ) ≥ −

+ ≥ − (1 − )   (8)

The value condition of the dual intervention variable  can be obtained from equation (8),
as shown in Equation (9).

≥ max ; ; ;      (9)



That is, when the dual intervention limit  satisfies the conditions of Formula (9), the double
intervention of subsidy and punishment is effective. At this time, both region A and region B
will choose the "synergy" strategy, and the intervention target {synergy, synergy} strategy can
be realized.

4 Gross synergistic effect after the intervention target is achieved

4.1 Concept of gross synergy effect

Synergistic effect refers to the excess returns that exceed {non- synergy, non- synergy } bad
strategies obtained by both parties in the game by simultaneously choosing " synergy " strategies.
The synergy effect thus obtained is called gross synergy effect because no deduction of inter-
vention cost is taken into account.

4.2 Calculation and calculation of gross synergistic effect

Calculation formula of gross synergistic effect. Based on the concept of gross synergistic effect,
the calculation formula of gross synergistic effect can be defined as follows:

regional gross synergy = {synergy, synergy} regional revenue − {non− synergy, non−
synergy} regional revenue   (10)

Social gross synergy effect = regional gross synergy effect −  subsidy and penalty limit (11)

(2) Calculation of gross synergistic effect. For the intervention models in Table 2, 3 and 4, gross
synergistic effects of the three intervention models were calculated respectively according to
equations (10) and (11). The calculated results are listed in Table 5.

Table 5. Gross synergy effect obtained by acquired intervention

Intervention
mechanism

{synergy, synergy}
regional income

{non-synergy, non-syn-
ergy} regional income

Regional gross synergy
effect

Social gross syn-
ergy effect

subsidy + + + + − −
+

+ − −punishment + + − + − −
+

Subsidy +
punishment + + + − + − −

+ 2

As can be  seen  from Table  5,  regional  gross  synergy is  related  to  subsidy  penalty  limit.  For
comparison, = = = , then the maximum regional gross synergy effect of subsidy
+ punishment dual intervention model is （ + − − +2 ）. The regional gross syn-
ergies of subsidy intervention model and punishment intervention model are the same, which
are（ + − − + ）. As for the social gross synergy effect , the three intervention
models are the same, and they are all（ + − − ）.



5 Examples

5.1 Parameter Assignment

Take A synergy between two cities as an example, in which Rong Shu is region A and Yu Ba is
region B. According to the relation of earning variables shown in equation (3), the income var-
iables of region A 、 、 、 are assigned values of 0.5, 1, -1 and 0 respectively. The
yield variables 、 、 、 of region B are assigned values of 0.5, -1, 1 and 0. Based on
the consideration of fairness, the subsidy distribution coefficient  and penalty sharing coeffi-
cient  are both assigned 0.5. The intervention intensity was uniformly taken as = =

= 2 according to the acceptability condition. The above parameter assignments are sum-
marized in Table 6.

Table 6. Parameter assignment summary

0.5 1 -1 0 0.5 -1 1 0 0.5 0.5 2

5.2 Calculation Examples

(1) Examples of gross synergistic effect. The parameters in Table 6 were assigned and substi-
tuted into Table 5 to calculate the gross synergy effect, and the calculated results were shown in
Table 7.

Table 7. Examples of gross synergy effect obtained by acquired intervention

Interven-
tion mech-

anism

{synergy, synergy} re-
gional income

{non-synergy, non-synergy}
regional income

Regional gross syn-
ergy effect

Social gross
synergy effect

subsidy 3 0 3

1

punish-
ment 1 -2 3

Subsidy +
punish-

ment
3 -2 5

It can be seen from Table 7 that the regional gross synergy effect is maximum in the subsidy +
punishment dual intervention model, which is 5. The subsidy intervention model is the same as
the punishment intervention model, and the value is 3. The three intervention models had the
same social gross synergy effect, which is 1.

Therefore, from the perspective of synergy effect, the region prefers the subsidy + punishment
dual intervention mode.



6 Conclusion

Based on the innate dilemma of regional coordination, three acquired intervention models in-
cluding subsidy, punishment and "subsidy + punishment" are constructed, and the conditions
for reaching intervention targets and their gross synergy effects are analyzed. The main conclu-
sions are as follows:

(1) Without external intervention, regional cooperation will face a congenital dilemma similar
to "Prisoner's dilemma". Due to many negative influences such as homogeneous comparison,
continuation of historical enmity and cultural conflict between regions, it is difficult to establish
an effective trust relationship between regions, and eventually they often fall into the trap of
"non-synergy " bad strategy which is neither beneficial to the two parties nor to the society.

(2) In order to avoid the congenital dilemma of "non-synergy", it is necessary to introduce the
acquired intervention, establish the subsidy intervention model, penalty intervention model or
"subsidy + punishment" dual intervention, pull the regional behavior back to the strategic space
of mutual cooperation, achieve the optimal strategic goal of {synergy, synergy}, and then obtain
certain synergistic effect.

(3) Under the interventions, the social gross synergistic effect is the same, that is, the three
interventions have the same impact on the society. From the regional perspective, the subsidy +
punishment dual intervention is the best choice. Therefore, under the compulsory intervention,
the dual intervention mechanism is the common choice of the region and the society.

Of course, it is expected that further studies in the future can design a regional synergy model
of non- synergy intervention, so as to avoid "non- synergy " congenital difficulties and achieve
regional synergy.
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